Abstract
______________________
The problem, of course, being that a failure to utilize a multi-method assessment approach greatly increases the likelihood of misdiagnosis (Handler & DuPaul, 2005 including the pervasiveness of symptoms over the past 6 months, the presence of symptoms across two or more settings, and the age at which symptoms emerged (Valo & Tannock, 2010 Nevertheless, additional assessments beyond rating scales are needed in order to make a differential diagnosis and develop appropriate interventions.
Classroom Observations And Ad/Hd
In addition to the limitations of rating scales listed above, they also do not account for improvements over time as a result of maturation (Vaughn, et. al., 2011) . Differences in CPT performance between ADHDand nonADHDsubjects have been found in terms of response time variability, omission errors, and commission errors (Vaughn et. al., 2011) .
While CPTs have been demonstrated to differentiate individuals with ADHDfrom "normal" controls, these tests may not be sensitive enough to distinguish those with ADHDfrom those with non-clinical levels of attention problems as both groups have been shown to perform below the normative mean on such tests (Preston, Fennell, & Bussing, 2005) . Given that a referral for evaluation suggests that some level of difficulty with attention, or other learning process, 
